
The Backyard Project 
Frequently Asked Questions – October 2019 

 
What is happening? 
On Sunday, October 27, we shared the vision for what we are calling 
‘The Backyard Project.’  This project will be a significant outdoor 
development and improvement to the Crosspoint property.   
 
What improvements are involved in this project? 

 The existing shed will be remodeled both inside and out.  The 
building will be repurposed into two different spaces, 
separated by an interior wall.  On the east side, a 20’x36’ 
section will remain for storage.  On the west side, a 70’x36’ 
section will be improved to become an enclosed pavilion 
space.  Four new frosted glass garage doors will be installed on the north and south walls of the 
pavilion space.  New entrance doors will be put in.  The interior walls will be lined with white steel, 
and new electrical/lighting will be added throughout.    

 The northern parking lot entrance (currently asphalt) will be removed and replaced with a new 40’ 
wide concrete approach. 

 The southern parking lot entrance (currently concrete) will be removed and a new approach (40’ 
wide) will be built near the southeast corner of the property. 

 Greenspace will be created between the shed and main building, and to the east of the office door 
(where it is currently asphalt).  Concrete sidewalks will connect the shed and main building. 

 The Funk fire pit will be incorporated into this new greenspace.  

 A small playground will be installed and some concrete will remain for activities such as basketball.   

 A covered patio (20’x65’) will be built outside of the main building (near the kitchen door), using 
the existing concrete and by adding a roof.   

 Awnings will be installed on the southern entrance doors (kitchen door and east steel door) 

 The furthest west portion of our gravel parking lot (west side of telephone poles, often weeds) will 
be turned into grass. 

 The southern portion of our property (near the field and where the fire pit is now) will be turned 
into gravel parking to compensate for lost parking where the greenspaces are going.  

 Trees, bushes, and landscaping will be added throughout the property.   
 
How much will this cost? 
Our overall budget is estimated at $215,000.   
 
Are we walking through a campaign to raise capital for this project? 
No.  Our current building fund is at $447,000.  We will pay for this development through that fund.   
 
Were other property/building developments considered as well? 

 Yes.  A few years ago, we researched the potential of adding onto our existing building with a 
‘Phase 2 development’.  The estimate of that project (at the time) was around $1.5 million.  At this 
time, we do not believe it is wise to pursue a project with such a cost.   

 As we have looked at this ‘backyard project,’ we have also considered projects such as building a 
small pond in the front yard or resurfacing the parking lots.  At this time, we don’t believe the 
benefit of those outweighs their cost.   

 



So if we ever do a ‘Phase 2 building development,’ will this backyard space fit into that master plan? 
Yes.  That is one reason we like the idea of this space so much.  A phase 2 build out would primarily go 
toward the north and be added onto that side of the property.   
 
How will this ‘Backyard Project’ benefit Crosspoint’s mission and ministry? 
As a church, we have lived in our current facility/property for 7.5 years.  It has been a tremendous blessing!  
We love our home!  Just like in your personal dwelling, as you live in a space, you learn more about what 
you need or could use.  So some benefits include… 

 ‘Softening’ the outdoor space by removing some concrete/asphalt and adding in greenspace. 

 Much like our road sign, an improved first impression to those new to our ministry.  Have you seen 
the shed?  While functional, it’s look could use some help.   

 Creating both indoor and outdoor space that can be used for a variety of purposes:  church-wide 
meals, fellowship/worship gatherings, community groups, VBS, student activities (i.e.: 5th Quarter), 
wedding receptions, etc.   

 Weather permitting, we could envision a SonChasers class enjoying the outside on a Sunday. 

 Creating a space that is safe for children to play, as their parent(s) fellowship after a church service. 
Think of the ‘life’ that often happens in a person’s backyard.  Well, it is our desire to create such a space for 
the life of Crosspoint.   
 
Will the new shed include plumbing and/or heating/cooling? 
We do not anticipate building kitchen/bathrooms in the shed.  To do so, would require a new septic field, 
and the total cost would be significant.  We do not anticipate adding HVAC to the shed either.  Our initial 
plan was an open-air pavilion, but because of the nature of our windy location, we moved to an enclosed 
space, with overhead garage doors that could be opened for air movement.  
 
In the enclosed portion of the shed, how many people will it seat? 
Depending on table arrangements, we anticipate the space could seat 200-250 people.   
 
When will work begin and be completed? 
The plan right now is to line up contractors in the coming months, and begin work late winter/early spring 
in 2020.  The goal would be to have it completed at some point in summer 2020. 
 
Will volunteers be needed for this project? 
While the majority of the work will be done by contractors, we do anticipate the need for some volunteers 
at different points.  As those opportunities present themselves, we’ll communicate.   
 
What about the current items that are kept in the shed? 
Prior to construction beginning, we’ll need to find temporary storage for these items.  If you have possible 
storage solutions, please contact a member of our building team.   
 
How can I give financially to this project? 
If you feel led by the Spirit to give over and above your regular giving, you can do so by either writing 
‘building fund’ in your check memo, or by giving online and selecting ‘building fund’ in the dropdown. 
 
Who do I contact if I have questions/thoughts? 
You can always contact a member of the building leadership team (Brad Leman, Brad Schrock, Mike Troth, 
Matt Wiegand, Luke Wiegand) or Pastor Dave (dave@crosspointcc.org).  
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